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Abstract 

With a booming number of Chinese outbound tourists going abroad, and its 

significant economic positive effect to the destinations, Chinese outbound 

tourism market has become a keen researching project to many authorities and 

the business related industries in the world. What are their major motivational 

reasons to travel?  What are their major concerns or expectations for travel? 

What are their customer behaviors and benefits they are looking for?  What are 

the changes of their consumption behaviors? How do we prepare a better 

promotion to achieve the selective results? What are the most effective elements 

to change the travel consumptions in the different regions in China?  What are 

the definitions of Chinese tourism market segment? What are the best selected 

programs and satisfied services to attract the Chinese market? ……… All these 

questions have been raised to many people including the tourism industry itself.  

It is WTCF’s service to help the members better understand the Chinese market 

and perform a beneficial practical result. WTCF has begun to commit a series of 

intensive market researches and has worked out this research report by July 

2014 with Beijing Ipsos Market Consulting Co., Ltd.  We hope the report of 

“Market Research on Chinese Outbound Tourist (City) Consumption” may be 

used as a reference to help the members better understand the Chinese 

outbound market.  

The research was conducted by Ipsos, the 3rd largest research company in the 

world and the largest professional research company in China. Under WTCF 

guidelines and the proposals of practical items, Ipsos worked together with 

Chinese experts, scholars and travel operators for setting up procedures, 

investigative subjects, and estimation selections. The objective respondents are 

only Chinese citizens who have visited WTCF membership cities within last year. 

All of the 30 questions, each with multiple choice covers almost all of the 

inclusive basic items of the regular market research. The report tries to be a key 

leader by digitally figuring out the factors behind the unexplored information of 

almost all possibilities. 

Each investigation covered the entire customer travel consumption process, from 

the very beginning of purchasing tour decision, selection of destinations and 

products, method of payment, providing their personal information and visa 

application, to their return tour with satisfaction report, recommendation 

experience, and their next planned trips or suggestions. The basic terms and 

conditions of the valuable research were only qualified by the investigative forms 

which were fully itemed by the respondents. Structurally, the analysis covers 

almost all fields, including tour programs, transfer service and public 

transportation facilities, dining and cuisine flavors, accommodations and 
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convenience, guide service and knowledge, sightseeing highlights, 

entertainments and amusements, shopping and souvenirs, branding malls, 

outlets or DFS, life memorable commodities, exciting adventures, safety and 

security issues. The analysis also indicated their selected travel destination 

composed with the customer identification of their age, gender, matrimony, 

occupation, education, residential regions, and level of annual income. We hope 

that the report will help our members become more familiar with the Chinese 

outbound market or adjust their market targets. 

The research focuses on the customer satisfaction of their average shopping 

consumption, the volume of their expenditure on their trip excluding the package 

tour cost, the optional tour costs offered at the destinations. The research also 

investigated the different functional roles of the internet and WeChat 

consumption. The analysis also indicates the functional result of RMB exchange 

rate and foreign currency depreciation in the customer’s behavior. Meanwhile, 

during the investigation, we found that Chinese outbound market has become 

more diversified. The customers are requesting for more imaginable, reliable, 

detailed sightseeing information. World heritage, natural scenery, environment 

attractions, health activities, educational resources, cultural activities, related 

history with China, wonders of architecture and monument, the artificial 

exhibitions are becoming more attractive requirements for their tour programs to 

the Chinese market.      

Ipsos conducted a nationwide survey in the month of June and July by delivering 

questionnaire forms to over 100,000 Chinese outbound tour customers, and 

selected 3170 full valid respondent reports for further analysis. The survey 

covered the major gateway markets in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Sichuan 

and their surrounding provincial areas. The customer resources are mainly from 

some of the major tour’s operator online business system. Ipsos also implicated 

a fieldwork among Chinese tourists at the departure terminals of the airport prior 

to their departure for the preliminary personal connection. With the above 

mentioned connection channels, Ipsos directly handled its own solid investigation 

and information.  

According to the initial statistics of the analysis, the feature shows us that 

outbound travel has become an essential part of the lifestyle for Chinese tourists 

who have visited membership cities abroad within last year. Over 70% of the 

respondents have arranged at least one outbound trip annually. These people 

prefer staying longer in their beloved destination for leisure and in-depth cultural 

exploration, or hoped to frequently visit major parts of the world. It has 

manifested that the Chinese outbound market will continually act on its desire to 

travel more. Meanwhile, the existing problems are still a major concern to tourists, 
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including language barriers (73.74%), personal and property safety (41.32%) and 

cultural differences (40.20%). The major respondents (79.31%) expected the 

industry to build up major channels offering more detail and highly qualified 

information for their visit. The suggestion of providing more detail and 

professional guidebooks in Chinese and the language of their travel destination 

has reached a high requirement (53.91%). The necessary awareness on cultural 

differences has been raised to 41.14%. The report also indicated that customers 

are more interested in participating in travelmart, travel shows and exhibitions. 

The special promotion with the price deduction based on the cooperation 

between the destination authorities and tour operators were beneficial factors. 

The brochures with brief introductions or simple forms were not their preferred 

print resource.   

The report is designed to provide a perfect reference exclusively to the travel 

industry. In spite of some uncontrollable conditions and limited volume of 

respondents, limitation of our knowledge and capability, some solution may 

appear to have different results from our expectations. But the real outcomes are 

arrived by all the date based on all of the solid feedback produced by the 

questionnaire. We cherish and deeply appreciate any readers who are able to 

give us any queries or suggestions for further study.  

Last but not the least, we would like to express our sincere thanks to all 

respondents, cooperative tour operators and institutional partners who tried their 

best to help us in this research!  
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I. Developments and Trends of Chinese Outbound Tourism 

 

The Chinese outbound tourism market is growing continuously. In 2013, 

Chinese outbound tourist arrivals reached 98.19 million1, 18.0% more than 2012. 

 

Figure 1: Chinese outbound tourism arrivals increase in 20 years2 

 

The scale of consumption hits a new record high. In 2013, Chinese tourists 

spent 128.7 billion dollars abroad, an increase of 26.8% over 20123.  Besides 

Hong Kong and Macau (26%), Chinese tourists purchased 23% and 10% of 

luxury goods in Europe and US respectively4. Their preference to buy luxury 

goods in the overseas markets is mainly ascribed to the price gap in domestic 

and overseas markets. 

  

                                                           
1/3 Data source: Annual Report on China Outbound Tourism Development  2014, include 54 
million tourists travel to Hong Kong and Macao (data from Hong Kong Tourism Board and Macau 
Government Tourist Office) 
2 Data source: National Tourism Administration 
 
4 China’s Duty-free Trade Report in 2013 
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Figure 2: Total consumptions of Chinese outbound tourists5 

 

Online travel services are becoming mainstreamed. As the Internet is 

increasingly being used in China, online services have started to set the main 

trend. In 2013, China’s online travel revenue totaled 2,850 billion yuan, account 

for 7.7% of revenue of all the tourism industry6. Tourists are rapidly shifting from 

offline to online travel transactions.  Tourism operators invest more on online 

travel market to improve all functions and services. Thus, the online travel market 

is growing more rapidly than the overall tourism industry. Its penetration rate is 

increasing every year.  

The travel pattern is more diversified. Self-guided tourism is booming as its 

share in the tourism industry is rising up. Chinese tourists are taking more self-

guided trips abroad. In-depth and high-end traveling is gaining its momentum.  

The Chinese outbound tourism market has witnessed more independent and 

engaging travelers. Group tours are less preferred for tourists because they are 

limited to only looking around in tourist destinations. 

Overseas travel restrictions are loosening up. Chinese tourist destinations 

total to 140 countries and regions, with 110 formally opened up to Chinese 

tourists. Since 2013, more countries have been streamlining their visa 

procedures to attract Chinese tourists.

                                                           
5 Data source: National Tourism Administration 
6 Data source: Annual Examining Report Briefing of China’s On-line Tourism Industry by 
iResearch. 
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II. Profiles of Chinese Outbound Tourists 

 

More convenient visa policies, exchange rate of RMB and 

national policies have contributed to a larger Chinese outbound 

tourism market. 

Where are they from? 

During 2013 and 2014, Chinese outbound tourists were mainly 

from South China, North China and East China; Shanghai, 

Guangdong and Beijing have the most overseas tourists, 

followed by coastal provinces such as Jiangsu, Zhejiang and 

Shandong. Liaoning in Northeast China, Hubei in Central China 

and Sichuan in Southwest China are the provinces with a large 

tourist flow to other countries. 

 

Figure 3: Regional Distribution of Chinese outbound 

tourists 

 

 

Advice: 

 In terms of marketing 
input on Chinese 
outbound tourism, 
member cities should 
focus on provinces with 
a rising number of 
tourists traveling abroad 
apart from big cities like 
Beijing, Shanghai and 
Guangzhou. 
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What are their desired destinations? 

From the perspective of geographical convenience, cities like 

Seoul, Busan, Sapporo and Gwangju in Japan and South 

Korea are the most visited foreign cities by Chinese tourists last 

year. 

For long-distance traveling, member cities include Paris, 

London, Rome, Berlin, Washington and Los Angeles appeal 

more to Chinese tourists because they can enjoy sightseeing, 

shopping and leisure time in the same location. 

 

Table 1: Top 10 tourist city destinations 

Member cities   

Seoul (South Korea)     Paris (France) 

Busan (South Korea)     London (UK) 

Sapporo (Japan)     Rome (Italy) 

Gwangju (South Korea)     Berlin ( Germany) 

     Washington (USA)  

     Los Angeles (USA)  

Notes: the table deletes the ranking and relevant data of Hong Kong, Macau 

and Taiwan  

Tips: 

 Tourists go to cities in 
Japan and South Korea: 

 More females, aged 
between 36 and 45 
years old with the 
individual monthly 
income between 
10,000-15,000 yuan. 

 Tourists go to cities in 
Europe and US: 

 More males, aged 
between 25 and 35 
years old with the 
individual monthly 
income mostly over 
15,000 yuan. 
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What are their demographics?   

Over half of Chinese outbound tourists are the post-80s. 

Given the characteristics of their families’ life cycle and the 

one-child status, parents focus more on their children’s growth. 

Thus family tours with minor children have featured in 

Chinese outbound tourism as a way to broaden their 

horizons. 

The gender gap among Chinese outbound tourists is relatively 

small.  

 

Figure 4: Age distribution of Chinese outbound tourists  

 

Figure 5: Marital and Family Status of Chinese outbound 

tourists  

 

 

  

Post-90s, 
11.27% 

Post-80s , 
56.21% 

Post-70s, 
26.41% 

Post-60s 
and those 

born before 
1960, 
6.11% 

Single, 
20.06% 

Married 
and 

childless, 
15.30% Married 

and having 
minor 

children , 
59.25% Married 

and having 
adult 

children, 
5.39% 

Advice: 

 Family tours are quite 
popular currently. 
Member cities or 
institutes may consider 
working out attractive 
family tour routes and 
products targeting 
Chinese tourists. 
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Currently, Chinese outbound tourists are still the higher 

income groups. In 2013, their individual monthly income 

averaged 11,512 yuan, which tripled the average individual 

monthly income (3,798 yuan7) in medium and large cities in 

China and was five times as much as the per capita monthly 

disposable income of urban residents (2,246 yuan8). Their 

average family monthly income is about 20,767 yuan. 

 

Figure 6: Individual monthly incomes of Chinese outbound 

tourists 

 

Figure 7: Family monthly incomes of Chinese outbound 

tourists  

 

  

                                                           
7Released by a Chinese human resource research institute on May 29

th
, 

2013 
8Released by the National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of 
China on January 20

th
, 2014 

Less than 
5,000 
yuan, 

17.32% 

5,000-
7,999 yuan 
, 24.51% 

8,000-
9,999 yuan 
, 17.95% 

10,000-
14,999 
yuan , 

17.95% 

15,000 
yuan and 
above , 
22.26% 

Less than 
10,000 
yuan , 

17.70% 

10,000-
19,999 
yuan , 

38.96% 

20,000-
29,999 
yuan , 

23.75% 

30,000 
yuan and 
above , 
19.59% 

Tips: 

 The individual monthly 
income of tourists 
traveling to Europe and 
US is higher than that of 
those visiting Japan, 
South Korea or 
Southeast Asia. 

 Most group tourists earn 
less than 8,000 yuan 
per month and the 
monthly income of most 
independent tourists is 
over 10,000 yuan. 
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What are their travel behaviors?  

Outbound tourism has formed an important part of the 

medium and high-end family life in China. Over 70% 

Chinese tourists travel abroad at least once a year. Active 

outbound tourists who go abroad several times annually 

account for 36.97% of the total. 

 

 Figure 8: Chinese outbound travel frequencies

 

 

Up to now, 87.54% of Chinese tourists choose travel 

agencies for outbound tourism services. In the near future, 

Chinese tourists are still mainly reliant on travel agencies for 

arranging their overseas tours. 94.13% of tourists said they will 

continue to purchase tourism products by travel agencies.  

Various tourism patterns satisfy different needs of tourists. 

37.41% of Chinese tourists travel abroad in groups. 31.39% of 

Chinese outbound tourists travel by themselves. Semi-

independent tours, a newly marketed tourism product, share 

18.74% of the total market; Tourists aged between 26 and 35 

years old especially prefer semi-independent tours. 

  

Having 
been 

abroad 
only once, 

14.95% 

Once each 
year, 

37.10% 

Several 
times each 

year, 
36.97% 

Once for 
every 2-3 

years, 
10.69% 

Tips: 
 Tourist visas of some 

countries must be 
obtained by designated 
travel agencies. Besides 
considering language 
obstacles, most 
Chinese tourists choose 
tour services by travel 
agencies. 

 Currently, the diversity 
of outbound tourism 
products is limited, thus 
most consumers choose 
travel agencies with a 
well-established brand 
name. 

 TOP 3 travel agencies 
preferred by Chinese 
outbound tourists: China 
International Travel 
Service (CITS), China 
CYTS Tours Holding 
Co., Ltd. and China 
Travel Service Head 
Office.  

Tips: 
 Group tourists: most 

group tourists are over 
46 years old, earn less 
than 8,000 yuan per 
month and have 
travelled abroad only 
once or travel abroad 
once every 2-3 years 

 Independent tourists: 
most earn over 10,000 
yuan per month and 
cross borders  several 
times every year 

Tips: 
 Tourists with higher 

monthly incomes cross 
the borders more 
frequently about several 
times each year. 

 Tourists visiting cities in 
Europe and US travel 
overseas more 
frequently about several 
times each year. 
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Not including travel time, most Chinese tourists stay abroad for 

6-8 days or 3-5 days. 

 

Figure 9: Travel days of Chinese outbound tourists 

 

Chinese tourists prefer to travel abroad in groups of 2-5 

persons. 

Chinese outbound tourists are quite generous in 

consumption. Their per capita overall spending is about 

19,871 yuan (near 3,226 US dollars or 2,410 euros). 

 

Figure 10: Per capita spending of Chinese outbound 

tourists 

 

1-2 days, 
1.32% 3-5 days, 

37.26% 

6-8 days, 
43.56% 

Over 8 
days, 

17.85% 

≤5,000 
yuan, 
6.85% 

5,000-
10,000 
yuan, 

23.25% 
10,000-
20,000 
yuan, 

26.69% 

20,000-
30,000 
yuan, 

23.25% 

30,000-
40,000 
yuan, 

11.58% 

＞40,000 

yuan, 
8.39% 

Tips: 

 Tourists with a higher 
monthly income take 
over 6 days. 

 Most tourists stay for 3-
5 days in cities of Japan 
and South Korea and 
over 6 days in cities of 
Europe and US.  

Tips:  

 Per capita spending of 
tourists in cities in 
Europe and US is the 
highest, followed by 
cities in Japan and 
South Korea. The 3

rd
 

ranking goes to cities in 
Southeast Asia. 

 Overseas spending of 
independent tourists 
ranks the first, followed 
by semi-independent 
and group tourists. 

 The more tourists earn, 
the more they spend 
while traveling abroad. 
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Shopping is the item Chinese outbound tourists spend the 

most. Over half of the tourists (57.76%) mentioned that their 

travel budgets mainly focused on shopping. 

 

Figure 11: Biggest consumptions of Chinese outbound 

tourists 

 

Table 2: Top 10 cities where Chinese outbound tourists 

spend most 

Member cities  

Seoul (South Korea) London (UK) 

 Paris (France) 

Los Angeles (USA) Berlin (Germany) 

Toronto (Canada) Zurich (Switzerland) 

San Francisco (USA) Athens (Greece) 

 Barcelona (Spain) 

 

  

57.76% 

17.82% 
10.88% 

5.84% 3.72% 3.72% 
0.13% 

Shopping Lodging Transport Food Attraction
tickets

Entertainment Tipping

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Tips:  

 Chinese tourists in 
Japan and South Korea 
spend most on 
shopping while those in 
Southeast Asia spend it 
on travel and 
entertainment. Those in 
Europe and US spend 
on lodging, tickets, 
luxury goods and 
souvenirs. 

 The budget of tourists 
with higher monthly 
income spends most on 
shopping. 
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What are their concerns before departure? 

Transportation is the biggest concern for Chinese tourists 

before going abroad. Lodging and food are also their top main 

concerns. 

Chinese tourists are mainly worried about language barriers, 

personal health and property as well as cultural 

differences before setting off for overseas destinations. 

 

Figure 12: Concerns of tourists 

 

 Figure 13: Specific worries of tourists before leaving  

 

12.05% 

18.52% 

20.03% 

36.12% 

39.84% 

46.56% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Entertainment

Shopping

Touring

Food

Lodging

Transport

21.10% 

21.93% 

29.05% 

40.20% 

41.32% 

73.74% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Illness Medical Aid

Signs

Quality of services or products

Cultural differences

Personal and property safety

Language barriers

Tips:  
 Travel insurance 

products have been 
accepted and 
recognized by the 
majority of tourists. 

 73.65% of tourists 
purchase insurance to 
guard against risks 
during trips. 

 Most tourists buy 
accidental injury 
insurance (77.35%) of 
Chinese-funded 
insurance companies 
(75.32%) through travel 
agencies or travel 
websites (61.79%). 

Tips:  

 Cultural differences and 
signs top the list of 
worries for tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US. 

 Tourists visiting 
Southeast Asia are 
more worried about their 
personal and property 
safety. 
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III. How do member cities attract more Chinese 

outbound tourists? 

 

Purpose of tourists’ trips 

Sightseeing is the primary purpose of Chinese outbound 

tourists, followed by leisure travel. 43.94% of tourists cross 

borders mainly for shopping. 

 

Figure 14: Purposes of Chinese outbound tourists 

 

 

What are tourists attracted to? 

Chinese outbound tourists are mostly attracted to 

beautiful views in foreign destinations and also unique 

cultures in different cities. As the outbound tourism evolves, 

it is gradually shifting from mere sight-seeing to more in-depth 

tour experiences. More and more Chinese tourists are drawn to 

cities with great historical, cultural and architectural features. 

  

6.15% 

6.75% 

43.94% 

74.67% 

86.12% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Business conferences/official
activitiess

Visiting relatives or friends

Shopping

Leisure/vacation

Travel/sightseeing Tips: 

 Tourists in groups travel 
mainly for sightseeing 
while solo tourists travel 
for leisure and shopping 
time. 

 Tourists with higher 
monthly incomes take 
overseas trips mainly for 
leisure time and 
shopping.  
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Figure 15: Attractive factors in Chinese outbound tourism 

 

Chinese outbound tourists are attracted to foreign cities 

for different reasons: 

 Cities in Japan and South Korea: delicious food, 

affordable cost, cost-effective goods and 

fashionable consumer goods. 

 Cities in Southeast Asia: affordable cost. 

 Cities in Europe and US: long history, unique 

cultures, cozy environment, landmark buildings 

and abundant museums. 

  

17.07% 

22.05% 

29.09% 

33.34% 

40.09% 

48.26% 

48.49% 

53.06% 

68.64% 

73.56% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Friendly locals

Abundant museums

Cost-effective goods

Affordable cost

Landmark buildings

Cozy environment/climate

Delicious food

Long history

Unique culture

Beautiful views

Tips: 

 Tourists with lower 
monthly incomes are 
more attracted to 
“affordable cost”. 

 Tourists with higher 
monthly incomes are 
more attracted to “long 
history, unique cultures, 
beautiful views, cozy 
environment and 
abundant museums”.  

Advice: 

 Member cities can gain 
different advantages by 
showing fully their 
unique features to 
attract more Chinese 
tourists. 
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How to attract Chinese tourists? 

Member cities can take the following measures to attract more 

Chinese tourists: 

 

 Easier visa policies 

Easier visa approval, streamlining and speeding up procedures 

will enable more Chinese outbound tourism.   

 

Figure 16: Measures for easier visa policies 

 

 

 Direct flights, cruises or trains 

61.70% of Chinese tourists indicated they will consider going 

to tourist destinations if there are direct flights, cruises or 

trains. 

  

30.50% 

58.83% 

64.04% 

71.70% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Mobile visa granting services

Less or no visa fees

Visa for free, visa on arrival or
visa-free transit

Easier visa granting, streamlining
and speeding up procedures

Tips: 

 Chinese tourists hope 
that European countries 
and US will set a lower 
bar for their visa 
applications, streamline 
and speed up 
procedures, and impose 
less or no visa fees. 

 Chinese tourists also 
hope that Japan and 
South Korea will provide 
visa-free trips, visa on 
arrival or visa-free 
transit. 
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 New special tourism routes 

Unique local cultures are what Chinese tourists want most on 

newly developed special tourism routes. Special shopping 

tourism routes are also attractive to Chinese tourists. 

 

Figure 17: Types of developing special tourist routes

 

 

 More tax refunds and discounts of goods for tourists 

52.11% of Chinese tourists said they are more attracted if they 

could enjoy more beneficial tax rebates and discounts for 

purchasing goods in foreign countries. For instance, South 

Korea launches special discount shopping campaigns for 

Chinese tourists during China’s Spring Festival, Labor Day 

holidays and the state visit of Chinese President to South 

Korea. This resulted in a tourism boom in South Korea.  

20.32% 

27.54% 

40.00% 

61.14% 

67.98% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Tourist routes for study inspection

Tourist routes for migration
inspection

Tourist routes based on hot films
or TV shows

New special shopping tourist
routes

Local cultural tourist routes

Tips:  

 Chinese tourists prefer 
to take special shopping 
tourist routes or trips 
featured with popular 
films and TV shows in 
Japan and South Korea. 
For cities in Europe and 
US, they prefer trips 
designed for inspection 
of overseas migration or 
study. 

 Tourists with higher 
monthly incomes are 
more interested in 
taking special tourist 
routes, especially those 
for migration or study 
inspections. 

Tips: 

 Chinese tourists to 
Japan and South Korea 
prefer more tax rebates 
and discounts for 
goods. 
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 More targeted marketing campaigns 

Research results show that Chinese outbound tourists are 

increasingly concerned about international tourism expos, 

travel fairs and large-scale public tourism promotions and 

marketing campaigns. 

In China, outbound tourists are more willing to engage in both 

segmented and comprehensive marketing activities in China.  

 

Figure 18: Forms of marketing campaigns 

 

  

26.66% 

42.33% 

47.92% 

48.68% 

51.45% 

53.15% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Inviting famous stars for
promotions

Shooting commercials for China’s 
market 

Seasonal promotions

Distribution of local phone
cards/shopping coupons

Discounts of attraction tickets

Special promotions in China
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IV. How to improve the experiences of Chinese 

outbound tourists? 

 

How important are tourists’ experiences? 

Pleasant experiences of Chinese tourists in overseas trips 

will result in higher revisits and positive word of mouth. 

53.60% of Chinese tourists said that they will definitely plan to 

revisit their recent tourist destination. 

72.91% of delightful tourists “definitely” have intentions to 

revisit while the percentage drops to 44.51% for satisfied 

tourists and only 26.70% to unsatisfied tourists. 

 

Figure 19: Revisit intentions of Chinese outbound tourists  

 

Notes: 1-10 satisfaction rating scales: 9-10 points by delightful tourists; 8 
points by satisfied tourists and 1-7 points by unsatisfied tourists. 

  

3.11% 7.76% 
19.12% 

23.97% 

47.73% 

54.19% 

72.91% 

44.51% 

26.70% 
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25%
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75%

100%

Delightful
tourists

Satisfied
tourists

Unsatisfied
tourists

Definitely yes

Maybe yes

Maybe yes or no

Tips: 

 Tourists traveling to the 
cities in Europe and US 
have higher revisit 
intentions. 

 Tourists with higher 
monthly incomes have 
higher intentions to 
revisit. 

 The intentions of 
independent and self-
guided tourists to revisit 
are higher. 
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66.85% of Chinese tourists mentioned that they certainly would 

recommend their recent tourist destinations to others. 

86.35% of enjoyable tourists “definitely” have intentions to 

recommend their travel destination, while 60.30% of satisfied 

tourists have intentions to recommend and only 35.07% of 

unsatisfied tourists will. 

 

Figure 20: Recommendation intentions of Chinese 

outbound tourists 

 

Notes: 1-10 satisfaction rating scales: 9-10 points by delightful tourists; 8 
points by satisfied tourists and 1-7 points by unsatisfied tourists. 

 

  

0.42% 2.77% 
11.53% 13.22% 

36.93% 

53.40% 

86.35% 

60.30% 

35.07% 

0%
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100%
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tourists
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tourists
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Tips:  
 Word of mouth is quite 

relevant to which city 
Chinese tourists will 
choose as their tourism 
destinations. 

 49.15% of Chinese 
tourists will take advice 
from their relatives and 
friends before making a 
decision on tourist 
destinations. 

Tips: 
 Tourists traveling to 

cities in Europe and US 
have higher 
recommendation 
intentions. 

 Tourists with higher 
monthly incomes have 
higher intentions to 
recommend their tour 
destinations to others. 

 The intentions of 
independent tourists to 
give recommendations 
to others are higher. 
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How do they assess their tourist experiences?  

79.97% of Chinese tourists expressed satisfaction on their last 

trips to overseas member cities.  

 

Table 3: Top 10 satisfied city destinations 

Member cities  

Sapporo (Japan) Edinburgh (UK) 

Dubai (United Arab 
Emirates) 

Paris (France) 

 Amsterdam (Netherlands) 

Los Angeles (USA) Athens (Greece) 

 Copenhagen (Denmark) 

Wellington (New Zealand) Barcelona (Spain) 

 

Chinese tourists are relatively satisfied with tours, lodging and 

shopping while their rating for public services such as 

entertainment and visa procedure is lower. 

 

Figure 21: Satisfaction of Chinese outbound tourists on 

different issues 

 

 

75.74% 
71.83% 71.01% 68.83% 67.70% 67.03% 

63.66% 63.28% 62.08% 

Touring Lodging Shopping Food Information
inquiry

Transport Public
services

Entertainment Visa granting
procedures

Tips: 

 Chinese tourists give 
higher satisfaction 
rankings to cities in 
Japan, South Korea, 
Europe and US than in 
other cities. 
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 ---Information inquiry before departure 

Before leaving for outbound tourist cities, Chinese tourists like 

to research a large amount of information related to their travel 

destination.  

The largest amount of information that Chinese outbound 

tourists research are tourist attractions, followed by information 

about lodging and food.   

 

Figure 22: Information Chinese outbound tourists search 
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Tips： 

 Tourists traveling to 
cities in Japan and 
South Korea research 
more information about 
lodging, food, tourist 
attractions and 
shopping; tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US research 
more information about 
transportation, local 
customs and practices 
and security.  

 Tourists with high 
monthly individual 
income prefer to obtain 
diverse and rich 
information. 

 Independent tourists 
research more 
information about food, 
transportation and 
lodging.  
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Top two channels of information inquiry for Chinese outbound 

tourists are the Chinese domestic tourism websites and travel 

agencies or official websites of travel agencies. 

Figure 23: Channels of information inquiry    

 

Top two information publicity channels that Chinese outbound 

tourists wish outbound tourist cities to create are open official 

websites in the Chinese language and open official Microblog 

and Wechat in the Chinese language through social media. 

Figure 24: Information publicity channels that Chinese 

outbound tourists suggest  
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by this city
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Chinese domestic tourism
websites

22.18% 

37.26% 

39.43% 

40.54% 
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53.66% 

79.31% 
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Through websites of travel
agencies
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Develop mobile phone APPs in
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Tips: 
 Tourists traveling to 

cities in Japan and 
South Korea obtain more 
information through 
domestic tourism 
websites, travel 
agencies and relatives 
and friends; tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US obtain 
more information 
through promotional 
activities organized by 
outbound cities, official 
websites of travel 
agencies of outbound 
cities and foreign tourism 
websites.  

 Group tourists obtain 
more information 
through travel agencies; 
independent tourists 
obtain more information 
through domestic 
tourism websites, and 
relatives and friends.  

Tips： 

 Tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income prefer outbound 
tourist cities open official 
Microblog and Wechat in 
the Chinese language 
and develop mobile 
phone APPs in the 
Chinese language.  

 Group tourists prefer 
information publicity 
through websites of 
travel agencies; 
independent tourists 
prefer information 
publicity through opening 
official Microblog and 
Wechat in the Chinese 
language and 
developing mobile phone 
APPs in the Chinese 
language.  
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Top two problems for Chinese outbound tourists when they 

search information are the information they find is not thorough 

(43.88%) and that the information they find is not practical 

(26.59%).   

 

---Visa granting  

The visa-granting procedures taking too long time is the 

biggest problem for Chinese outbound tourists when they go 

through visa-granting procedures (34.98% of tourists complain 

about this). The second and third problems are the 

requirements for visa materials. The requirements are too strict 

(32.15%) and the visa fees are high (18.93%).  

 

  

Tips: 
 Group tourists complain 

more that the information 
they find is not thorough. 
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---Food 

Local specialty (88.04%) is the first choice for Chinese tourists 

when they dine in outbound cities, followed by western food 

(50.66%) and Chinese food (40.88%).  

Top two problems for Chinese outbound tourists when they 

dine in outbound tourist cities are the menus lack Chinese 

translation and the waiters cannot speak simple Chinese.  

 

Figure 25: Problems that Chinese outbound tourists 

encounter in Restaurant  

 

Table 4: Top 10 outbound tourism cities with satisfied food 

services 

Member cities  

Sapporo (Japan) Edinburgh (UK) 

Busan (South Korea) Paris (France) 

 Rome (Italy) 

Boston (USA) Barcelona (Spain) 

 Athens (Greece) 

Wellington (New Zealand) Copenhagen (Denmark) 

 

8.96% 

9.72% 

10.85% 

15.96% 

27.03% 

34.98% 

41.99% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Menus lack English translation

Waiters cannot speak English

No WiFi in restaurants

No Unionpay POS in restaurants

Too little or hard to find Chinese
food

Waiters cannot speak Chinese

Menus lack Chinese translation

Tips: 

 Tourists with a high 
individual income and 
young tourists prefer 
western food.  

Tips： 

 Most restaurants in 
Chinese cities provide 
WiFi for free. In the 
dining experience, diners 
like to share information 
about the delicious food 
with their friends through 
Microblog and Wechat, 
which has become their 
habit.  
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 ---Lodging 

Mid-grade and high-grade hotels are the most chosen type of 

hotel by Chinese tourists in outbound cities, followed by 

economy hotels.  

 

Figure 26: Hotels chosen by Chinese outbound tourists  

 

The hotels lack necessary Chinese labels, tourists cannot 

watch Chinese domestic television channels and waiters 

cannot speak simple Chinese are the three biggest problems 

that Chinese outbound tourists encounter when they stay in 

hotels. 

 

Figure 27: Problems that Chinese outbound tourists 

encounter in lodging 
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Luxury hotels

Economy hotels
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2.97% 

3.83% 

8.51% 
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11.16% 
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28.79% 

30.07% 

32.33% 
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No English labels

Waiters cannot speak English

No Unionpay POS

No hot drinking water

No free breakfast

No WiFi

No free wash supplies

Waiters cannot speak Chinese

No Chinese domestic television channels

No Chinese labels

Tips: 
 Tourists traveling to 

cities in Japan and 
South Korea prefer to 
choose high-grade 
hotels; while tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US prefer to 
choose mid-grade 
hotels.  

 Tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income prefer to choose 
luxury and high-grade 
hotels. 

 Group tourists prefer to 
choose mid-grade 
hotels, and independent 
tourists prefer to choose 
high-grade hotels. 

Tips: 
 Group 

tourists 
encounter 
more 
problems.  

Tips: 
 Chinese 

tourists 
prefer hot 
drinking 
water. 

Tips: 

 Tourists who choose 
economy hotels are least 
satisfied with the 
lodging.  
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 ---Transportation 

When Chinese tourists travel in outbound cities, they have a 

wide range of choices for transportation. Bus (59.84%) and taxi 

(59.46%) are the most chosen, followed by subway or light rail 

(54.23%).  

Public transportation lacks necessary Chinese labels is the 

biggest problem that Chinese tourists encounter when they 

travel, and the second biggest problem are the roads that lack 

Chinese signs.  

A high proportion of tourists also complain that there are no 

clear charging prices for transportation.  

 

Figure 28: Problems that Chinese tourists encounter in 

transportation 

 

 

  

6.88% 

11.39% 

20.47% 

28.77% 

42.30% 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

No English labels on roads

No English labels in transport
tools

No standard prices

No Chinese labels on roads

No Chinese labels in transport
tools

Tips:  

 23.41% of Chinese 
outbound tourists 
choose taxies.  

 These tourists are aged 
below 35 and have a 
high monthly individual 
income.  
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 ---Touring 

Natural scenery is the most chosen sites for Chinese tourists 

when they tour in outbound cities, followed by historical sites. 

 

Figure 29: Sites chosen by Chinese outbound tourists  

 

Top two problems encountered by Chinese outbound tourists 

when they are touring are the tourist attractions lack Chinese 

labels and that famous attractions lack Chinese tour guides.  

 

Figure 30: Problems that Chinese outbound tourists 

encounter when touring 
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3.97% 
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16.88% 
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No English tour guides

No English labels
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attractions
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Tips: 
 75.08% of tourists buy 

tickets at tourist 
attractions.  

 It is noteworthy that 
42.74% of tourists buy 
tickets through Taobao 
or tourism websites, 
especially tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US.  

Tips: 
 65.77% of tourists 

choose self-pay 
programs.  

 Male tourists, tourists 
aged between 26 and 
35, tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income, tourists with a 
number of outbound 
tours every year and 
tourists traveling to cities 
in Europe and US prefer 
to choose self-pay 
programs. 

Tips:  

 Group tourists complain 
more that tourist 
attractions lack Chinese 
labels. 

 Independent tourists 
complain more that 
tourist attractions lack 
English labels. 

Tips: 
 Tourists traveling to 

cities in Japan and 
South Korea prefer to 
visit the natural scenery, 
while those traveling to 
cities in Europe and US 
prefer to visit historical 
sites, museums and 
universities.  

 Tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income prefer to visit 
historical sites. 
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 ---Shopping 

Duty-free shops are the most chosen shopping spots for 

Chinese tourists when they go shopping in outbound cities, 

followed by large-sized department stores.  

 

Figure 31: Shopping spots chosen by Chinese outbound 

tourists  

 

Souvenirs are the most purchased commodities by Chinese 

tourists in outbound cities, and the percentages of purchased 

daily necessities and luxuries are similar.  

 

Figure 32: Types of commodities purchased by Chinese 

outbound tourists 
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Tips: 

 Tourists traveling to 
cities in Japan and 
South Korea prefer to 
choose large-sized 
department stores and 
duty-free shops, while 
tourists traveling to cities 
in Europe and US prefer 
to choose brand 
franchise stores and 
discount stores.  

 Tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income prefer to choose 
large-sized department 
stores and brand 
franchise stores. 

 Independent tourists 
prefer to choose large-
sized department stores 
and brand franchise 
stores. Semi-
independent tourists 
prefer to choose duty-
free shops and discount 
stores. 

Tips: 

 Tourists traveling to 
cities in Japan and 
South Korea prefer to 
buy daily necessities, 
tourists traveling to cities 
in Southeast Asia prefer 
to buy souvenirs, while 
tourists traveling to cities 
in Europe and US prefer 
to buy luxuries and 
souvenirs.  

 Tourists with a high 
monthly individual 
income prefer to buy 
luxuries.  

 Group tourists prefer to 
buy souvenirs and 
independent tourists 
prefer to buy luxuries.  
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On average, Chinese tourists spend 10,504 yuan (about 1,705 

US dollars or 1,277 euros) on shopping.  

 

Figure 33: Consumption for shopping of Chinese 

outbound tourists  

 

Top two problems encountered by Chinese outbound tourists 

when they go shopping are that shopping spots lack Chinese 

labels and that shopping spots lack Chinese services.  

 

Figure 34: Problems that Chinese outbound tourists 

encounter in shopping  
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Tips: 

 Credit card payment 
accounts for the largest 
proportion, namely 
53.25% of the total 
payment, followed by 
cash payment, 
accounting for 42.69%.  

 As an emerging way of 
payment, mobile 
payment has been 
chosen by 4.06% of 
tourists, especially by 
tourists aged between 
26 and 35, tourists 
traveling to cities in 
Europe and US, tourists 
with a high monthly 
individual income and 
independent tourists.  

Tips: 

 Group tourists complain 
more about the lack of 
Chinese labels and 
services in shopping 
spots.  

 Independent tourists 
complain more about the 
lack of English services 
in shopping spots.  
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According to 19.8% of Chinese tourists, Unionpay chip card is 

the most commonly used bank card in their daily life, but 

cannot be widely used abroad, which causes an inconvenience 

and limits part of their consumptions.  

 

Table 5: Top 10 cities with the highest consumption of 

shopping  

Member cities  

Busan (South Korea) London (UK) 

Dubai (United Arab 
Emirates) 

Paris (France) 

 Berlin (Germany)  

Los Angeles (USA) Rome (Italy)  

 Zurich (Switzerland) 

 Copenhagen (Denmark)  

 Barcelona (Spain) 
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----Entertainment 

87.26% of the Chinese outbound tourists will enjoy 

entertainment activities. 

59.59% of the Chinese tourists go to evening parties or leisure 

parks during overseas trips. Their second and third choices are 

bars/nightclubs (48.23%) and theaters (40.35%). 

Lack of Chinese signs top the list of problems encountered by 

Chinese outbound tourists while enjoying entertainment.  Most 

waiters cannot speak simple Chinese, which is the second 

biggest problem. 

 

Figure 35: Problems that Chinese outbound tourists 

encounter in entertainment 
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Waiters cannot speak English

No English labels

No Unionpay POS

No standard price
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No Chinese labels Tips: 

 Group tourists complain 
more that entertainment 
places lack Chinese 
labels and waiters 
cannot speak Chinese. 

 Independent tourists 
complain more about the 
lack of English labels. 

Tips: 

 Male tourists aged below 
35 prefer entertainment 
activities. 

Tips: 

 Tourists bound for 
Southeast Asia prefer 
evening parties and 
leisure parks. 

 Tourist visiting cities in 
Europe and US are 
willing to choose 
theaters, stadium halls 
and bars. 
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----Public services 

The majority of Chinese outbound tourists (84.54%) are 

concerned about information on public services. 

Information on cultural differences and travel alerts are 

important, but not easy to obtain for Chinese outbound tourists. 

Information on early warnings of major events follows in terms 

of unavailability. 

 

Figure 36: Important but not available information on 

public services for Chinese outbound tourists     

 

From the perspective of the public service system, Chinese 

tourists think that travel cards in Chinese have yet to be 

improved (including attractions, maps, cultural differences 

reminders, etc.). In addition, Chinese tourists would also like to 

see improvements of Chinese labeling regarding transportation, 

roads, hotels, attractions, entertainment and shopping malls as 

well as free internet access in restaurants and shopping malls. 
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Tips: 

 Tourist visiting cities in 
Europe and US pay more 
attention to information on 
public service. 

Advice: 

 Tourist handbooks will be 
distributed to tourists at 
airports or in train stations 
in popular city 
destinations. The 
handbooks indicate the 
customs, laws and 
regulations, emergency 
contact numbers, means 
of transport, fee standards 
and so on in destination 
cities. Thus, Chinese 
tourists will have a better 
understanding of local 
customs. 

Advice: 

 More international 
graphic labels will make 
Chinese tourists less 
worried and more 
informed of various 
labels. 

Tips: 
 Most Chinese 

restaurants and hotels 
offer free WiFi services. 
Chinese tourists abroad 
will also have a higher 
demand for WiFi 
services. 
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Figure 37: Needs on Public services   

 

In addition, Chinese tourists are not satisfied with restrooms 

while traveling abroad because some require a fee that some 

Chinese tourists find too expensive, or are only available for 

paying customers in restaurants or public places, and public 

restrooms are sometimes difficult to find.  

 

Table 6: Top 10 cities with the most satisfied services 

Member cities  

Sapporo (Japan) Edinburgh (UK) 

Busan (South Korea) Berlin (Germany) 

Boston (USA) Copenhagen (Denmark) 

Ottawa (Canada) Vienna (Austria) 

Toronto (Canada) Zurich (Switzerland) 
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Voice of tourists 

 “Public toilets are rarely 
seen and signs are not 
obvious” 

Advice: 

 Chinese tourists would 
like to find all types of 
available travel services 
as they do in China. 
Member cities can 
improve the confidence 
of Chinese tourists 
through introduction of 
the public service 
system.  
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V. Key suggestions for member cities 

 

The objective of this research is to understand the needs of outbound tourists 

and their feedback after their travels in member cities as inputs for the member 

cities to improve travel environment and attract more Chinese outbound tourists.   

More information and services in Chinese 

(1)Provide more information in Chinese and rich information channels for 

outbound tourists. Through big data integration technology, existing scattered 

local travel websites, official tourism websites and forums can all be integrated to 

a travel information platform. This will enable tourists to find more available 

tourism information. 

(2) In popular scenic spots, more Chinese signs should be put up, such as a 

Chinese panorama board, Chinese buffet guide as well as Chinese tour cards 

including a introduction, maps and cultural difference reminder; 

(3) More signs in Chinese or easy to recognize should be added in the 

entertainment places frequently visited by Chinese, like leisure parks, theaters, 

bars etc; 

(4)It is suggested that more Chinese services should be provided in the most 

visited shopping spots by Chinese tourists like duty-free shops, discount stores 

and brand stores; 

(5)In the hotels frequently chosen by Chinese tourists, more Chinese signs need 

to be added; and it is suggested that these hotels offer the Chinese domestic 

television channels, and provide Chinese services if possible. 

(6)Set up the public information service interactive platform collecting information 

on tourists’ needs on “food, lodging, transportation, touring, shopping, 

entertainment etc.” 
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Enhancing the marketing activities to Chinese tourists 

(1)Marketing campaigns for Chinese tourists can be enhanced through 

promotional activities and distribution of tourist handbooks. 

(2) Diversified ways to introduce member cities 

It is important that the websites in Chinese to introduce the member cities, as 

well as the popular channels like Microblog, Wechat, printed manuals and 

traditional media. Strengthening the cooperation with large outbound travel 

agencies, adding more information on local commodities, history and cultures, 

landscapes and scenic spots, food, transportations, local customs and practices, 

festivals and celebrations will be more useful for tourists. This will create more 

diverse, thorough, precise and practical tourism information.  

(3)More promotion on tourism routes 

Introductions of the tour routes and scenic spots with local characteristics should 

be practical and convenient for Chinese tourists to make decision.  

(4) Introducing cultural differences 

At airports, train stations or online stores, tourist handbooks in Chinese covering 

information of local customs, laws and regulations, emergency calls, prices of 

different transportations should be helpful for Chinese tourists follow the local 

customs and rules 

(5)More attracting travel policies 

More favorable policies will be attractive for Chinese tourists, e.g. increase to the 

tax refund ratio or discount ratio of commodities, simplifying the tax refund 

procedures, providing shopping coupons, seasonal promotions, etc. 

(6)Give consideration to the daily habits of Chinese tourist 

Hotels are encouraged to provide free WiFi, hot drinking water and other basic 

services complying with Chinese habits; restaurants, shopping spots and 

entertainment places are encouraged to support the payment through Union pay 

POS.  
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Improving travel safety guarantee 

To protect the legal rights and benefits of tourists, a tourism risk management 

system should be introduced to Chinese tourists. 
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Appendix: Questionnaire 

All rights reserved. Please do not quote without written authorization 

 

Part I Overall  

【multiple choices】A1 Which cities did you go in the recent outbound tour? 

Asia 

Hong Kong (China) 1 Macao (China) 2 Seoul (South Korea) 3 

Busan (South Korea) 4 Gwangju (South Korea) 5 Sapporo (Japan) 6 

Penang (Malaysia)  7 Jakarta (Indonesia)  8 Bandung (Indonesia)  9 

Colombo (Sri Lanka)  10 
Dubai  (United Arab 
Emirates)  

11 Alma-Ata (Kazakhstan)   12 

Astana (Kazakhstan) 13 Tel Aviv-Jaffa (Israel)  14   

Europe 

London (UK)  15 Wales (UK)  16 Edinburgh (UK)  17 

Dublin (Ireland)  18 Paris (France)  19 Berlin (Germany)  20 

Amsterdam 
(Netherlands)  

21 Geneva (Switzerland)  22 Zurich (Switzerland)  23 

Vienna (Austria)  24 Rome (Italy)  25 Milano (Italy)  26 

Copenhagen (Denmark) 27 Barcelona (Spain)  28 Valletta (Malta) 29 

Brussels (Belgium)  30 Athens (Greece)  31 Salonika (Greece)  32 

Lisbon (Portugal)  33 Budapest (Hungary)   34 Prague (Czech Republic) 35 

Nicosia (Cyprus)  36 Riga (Latvia)  37 Minsk (Belarus)  38 

Moscow (Russia)  39 Sofia (Bulgaria)  40 Pomorie (Bulgaria)  41 

Plovdiv (Bulgaria)  42 Veliko Tarnovo (Bulgaria) 43   

North America  

Boston (US)  44 Washington (US)  45 Los Angeles (US)  46 

San Francisco (US)  47 Houston (US)  48 Toronto (Canada)  49 

Ottawa (Canada)  50 Monterey (Mexico)  51   

South America 

Buenos Aires (Argentina) 52     

Africa  

Cairo (Egypt)  53 Victoria (Seychelles) 54   

Oceania  

Wellington(New 
Zealand) 

55     

Cities of other countries 
(please indicate the 
name of the city and 
country) 

96 

Cities of other countries 
(please indicate the 
name of the city and 
country) 

97 
Cities of other countries 

(please indicate the name 
of the city and country) 

98 

【single choice】A2 What is your frequency of your outbound tour? 

Having been abroad only once 1 

Once each year 2 

Several times each year 3 

Once for every 2-3 years 4 

Others (please indicate)  98 
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【single choice】A3 Which way did you choose in your recent outbound tour? 

On a tour package 1 

Independent  2 

Semi-independent  3 

Self-guided tour 4 

【multiple choices】A4 What is the main purpose of your recent outbound tour? 

Travel/sightseeing 1 

Leisure/vacation 2 

Shopping 3 

Visit relatives or friends 4 

Business conferences/official activities 5 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【single choice】A5 How many people travelled together with you in your recent outbound tour, 

excluding other members in the tour group? 

1 person 1 

2-5 people 2 

More than 5 people 3 

【multiple choices】A6  Which factors attracted you to this city? 

Long history 1 

Unique culture 2 

Beautiful views 3 

Delicious food 4 

Affordable cost 5 

Cozy environment/climate 6 

Landmark buildings 7 

Abundant museums 8 

Cost-effective goods 9 

Friendly locals 10 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【single choice】A7 How many days did you spend on your recent outbound tour, excluding the 

time spent on the way to and back from the destination? 

1-2 days  1 

3-5 days 2 

6-8 days  3 

Over 8 days 4 

【single choice】A8 What was the per capita spending (RMB, including all kinds of expenses) 

in your recent outbound tour? 

Spending≤5,000 yuan 1 

5,000 yuan＜spending≤10,000 yuan 2 

10,000 yuan＜spending≤20,000 yuan 3 

20,000 yuan＜spending≤30,000 yuan 4 

30,000 yuan＜spending≤40,000 yuan 5 

40,000 yuan＜spending≤50,000 yuan 6 

Spending＞50,000 yuan 7 
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【single choice】A9 On which of the following aspects did you spend most? 

Shopping  1 

Food 2 

Lodging  3 

Attraction ticket 4 

Transport 5 

Entertainment  6 

Tip 7 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A10 Before you leave for this city, will you worry about encountering 

problems in the following aspects? What are the specific aspects? 

Food 1 

Lodging 2 

Transport 3 

Touring  4 

Shopping  5 

Entertainment  6 

Others (please indicate)  98 

None of the above  99, skip to A12 

【multiple choices】A11 What are the specific problems? 

Language barrier  1 

Quality of service or product 2 

Signs 3 

Personal and property safety 4 

Illness Medical Aid 5 

Exit and entry language assistance  6 

Cultural differences 7 

Others (please indicate) 98 

None of the above 99 

Part II Information inquiry  

【multiple choices】A12 Before your departure, which information related to this city did you 

search?  

Food  1 

Lodging  2 

transport 3 

Tourist attractions 4 

Shopping  5 

Entertainment  6 

local customs and practices/festivals 7 

security factors 8 

others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A13 Through which channels did you obtain the above information?  

Consult travel agencies or official websites of travel agencies 1 

Chinese domestic tourism websites 2 

Consult relatives and friends  3 

Promotional activities organized by this city  4 

Official websites of travel agencies of outbound cities  5 

Foreign tourism websites 6 
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Others (please indicate) 98 

【multiple choices】A14 When you are searching information, did you feel any inconvenience 

or encounter any problem? If any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel inconvenience or encounter problems  1 

The information they find is not rich 2 

The information they find is not practical 3 

The information they find is not easy to understand 4 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A15 If outbound cities carry out some marketing and promotions for 

Chinese tourists, which of the following channels do you think are good? 

Open official websites in Chinese language 1 

Open official Microblog/Wechat in Chinese language 2 

Develop mobile phone APPs in Chinese 3 

Hold promotional activities, distribute pamphlets and play advertising video 4 

Through portal websites 5 

Through tourism websites 6 

Through websites of travel agencies 7 

No need for special promotion 99 

Part III Visa 

【multiple choices】A16 When you were applying for visa before leaving for this city, did you 

feel any inconvenience or encounter problems? If any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

Requirements for visa materials are strict 2 

The time for visa-granting procedures is long 3 

Visa fees are high 4 

Others (please indicate)  98 

Part IV Food 

【multiple choices】A17 Which kind of food did you choose in this city? 

Chinese food  1 

Western food 2 

Local specialty  3 

Buffet 4 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A18 In the dining process, did you feel any inconvenience or encounter 

problems? If any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

Little Chinese food or hard to find Chinese food 2 

Menus lack English translation 3 

Menus lack Chinese translation 4 

Waiters cannot speak English 5 

Waiters cannot speak Chinese 6 

No WiFi in restaurants  7 

No Unionpay POS in restaurants  8 

Others (please indicate)  98 
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Part V Lodging 

【single choice】A19 What kind of hotel or inn did you choose in this city? 

Luxury hotel （five-star or higher-level hotel, or similar to five-star hotel） 1 

High-grade hotel (four-star hotel or similar to four-star hotel) 2 

Mid-grade hotel (three-star hotel or similar to three-star hotel) 3 

Economy hotel 4 

Others (please indicate)  98 

Did not choose any hotel or inn 99, skip to A21 

【multiple choices】A20 Did you feel any inconvenience or encounter problems when you stay 

in the hotel? If any, what were the specific problems?  

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

No WiFi 2 

No hot drinking water  3 

No free wash supplies  4 

No Chinese domestic television channels  5 

No free breakfast  6 

No Chinese labels  7 

No English labels  8 

Waiters cannot speak English 9 

Waiters cannot speak Chinese 10 

No Unionpay POS 11 

Others (please indicate)  98 

Part VI Transport 

【multiple choices】A21 Which means of transport did you use in this city? 

Coach  1 

Taxi  2 

Subway/light rail  3 

Bus 4 

Rent a car  5 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A22 Did you feel any inconvenience or encounter problems when you are 

travelling? If any what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

Transport means lack English labels 2 

Transport means lack Chinese labels 3 

No standard price  4 

Roads lack English signs 5 

Roads lack Chinese signs 6 

Others (please indicate)  98 

Part VII Touring 

【multiple choices】A23 Which places did you visit in this city? 

Natural scenery  1 

Historical sites  2 

Art gallery/museum  3 

Theme parks  4 

Sightseeing in universities  5 
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Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A24 Did you feel any inconvenience or encounter problems during your 

tour? If any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

No clear pricing in tourist attractions 2 

No English labels 3 

No Chinese labels 4 

No English tour guides 5 

No Chinese tour guides 6 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【multiple choices】A25 Through which cannels did you buy tickets for scenic spots when you 

were touring in this city? 

In the ticket booth after going abroad (by the tour guide or yourself)  1 

Through Taobao or other websites after going abroad  2 

Through Taobao or other websites before going abroad  3 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【single choice】A26 If you are on a package tour in outbound cities, will you choose self-pay 

programs? 

Yes 1 

No  2 

Hard to say 3 

Part VIII Shopping 

【multiple choices】A27 In which places did you go shopping in this city?  

Large-sized department stores 1 

Brand franchise stores 2 

Duty-free shops  3 

Discount stores/Outlets  4 

Others (please indicate)  98 

No shopping 99, skip to A31 

【multiple choices】A28 Which commodities did you mainly buy in this city? 

Daily supplies  1 

Luxuries  2 

Souvenirs  3 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【single choice】A29 What was your total spending (RMB) in shopping?  

Spending≤3,000 yuan 1 

3,000 yuan＜spending≤5,000 yuan 2 

5,000 yuan＜spending≤10,000 yuan 3 

10,000 yuan＜spending≤15,000 yuan 4 

15,000 yuan＜spending≤20,000 yuan 5 

20,000 yuan＜spending≤25,000 yuan 6 

25,000 yuan＜spending≤30,000 yuan 7 

30,000 yuan＜spending 8 
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【multiple choices】A30 Did you feel any inconvenience or encounter problems in shopping? If 

any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

No English labels  2 

No Chinese labels  3 

No English shopping guide  4 

No Chinese shopping guide  5 

No Unionpay POS 6 

Cannot find suitable shopping spots  7 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【multiple choices】A31 Which ways of payment did you use for consumption in this city? 

Cash payment 1 

Bank card payment  2 

Mobile payment 3 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【single choice】A32 Did you feel convenient when you used Unionpay POS for consumption?  

Convenient  1 

Inconvenient  2 

Did not use Unionpay card 3 

Part IX Entertainment  

【multiple choices】A33 Where did you go for entertainment  in this city? 

Playhouse/theater  1 

Evening party/leisure parks 2 

Stadiums  3 

Bars/nightclubs  4 

Others (please indicate) 98 

Did not take part in any entertainment activity  99, skip to A35 

【multiple choices】A34 Did you feel any inconvenience or encounter problems when you took 

part in the entertainment activities? If any, what were the specific problems? 

Did not feel any inconvenience or encounter problems 1 

No standard price  2 

No English labels  3 

No Chinese labels  4 

Waiters cannot speak English  5 

Waiters cannot speak Chinese 6 

No Unionpay POS 7 

Others (please indicate) 98 

Part X Public services 

【multiple choices】A35 Which information on public services did you think was important but 

not easy to access when you were touring in this city? 

Information on travel alerts 1 

Information on natural disasters 2 

Meteorological information  3 

Information on early warning of major events 4 

Information on cultural differences 5 
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Information, address, hotline and so on of the Chinese Embassy and 
Consulate in foreign countries  

6 

Did not pay attention to the above information  99 

【multiple choices】A36 Which of the following public service systems did you think still need 

improvement when you were touring in this city? 

Public transport for tourism 1 

Tourist service center  2 

Tourism security guarantee system 3 

Free internet services 4 

Tourism volunteer services 5 

Chinese travel cards (including introduction of scenic spots, maps, cultural 
difference reminder, etc.) 

6 

Barrier-free tourism service facilities 7 

Chinese labels  8 

Publicity of contact information of hospitals, police stations, post offices and other 
public service agencies  

9 

Others (please indicate) 98 

Part XI Tourism safety  

【multiple choices】A37 Did you buy any travel insurance in your recent outbound tour? If any, 

for which aspects were the travel insurances? 

Accidental injury  1 

Hospitalization  2 

Document missing 3 

Travel delay  4 

Property loss 5 

Others (please indicate) 98 

Did not buy any travel insurance 99, skip to A41 

【single choice】A38 From which insurance companies did you buy insurances? 

Domestic Chinese-funded insurance company  1 

Domestic foreign-funded insurance company 2 

Offshore insurance company   3 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【single choice】A39 Through which channels did you buy travel insurances? 

Purchased from or given by travel agencies/tourism websites 1 

Through official websites, branches and agents of insurance companies  2 

Through websites and branches of insurance agencies  3 

Purchased in foreign countries  4 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【multiple choices】A40 For what reasons did you buy travel insurances? 

Consciously prevent risks in the travelling process 1 

Must buy insurances during the visa-granting procedures  2 

Must buy insurances when you rent a car or experience a certain 
entertainment activity in foreign countries  

3 

Purchased from or given by travel agencies/tourism websites 4 

Others (please indicate) 98 
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Part XII Revisit and recommendation  

【single choice】A41 Will you revisit this city?  

Definitely yes 1 

Maybe yes 2 

Maybe yes or no 3 

【single choice】A42 Will you recommend others to travel in this city?  

Definitely yes 1 

Maybe yes 2 

Maybe yes or no 3 

【multiple choices】A43 Which of the following policies promoted by the outbound city will 

attract you to travel in this city? 

Easier visa granting, streamlining and speeding up procedures 1 

Less or no visa fees 2 

Visa for free, visa on arrival or visa-free transit, e.g. 72-hour visa-free transit  3 

Mobile visa granting services, which means that foreign Embassy or Consulate 
grants visa in the city you will visit  

4 

Increase the tax refund ration or discount ration for Chinese tourists 5 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【multiple choices】A44  Which of the following special tourist routes developed by the 

outbound city will attract you to travel in this city? 

New special shopping tourist routes 1 

Tourist routes based on hot films or TV shows 2 

Tourist routes for migration inspection 3 

Tourist routes for study inspection 4 

Local cultural tourist routes, e.g. world heritage tour and winery tour 5 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【multiple choices】A45 Which of the following activities held by the outbound city will attract 

you to travel in this city? 

Special promotions in China 1 

Shooting commercials for China’s market 2 

Inviting famous stars for promotions 3 

Open direct flights, cruises or trains  4 

Distribution of local phone cards/shopping coupons 5 

Discounts of attraction tickets 6 

Seasonal promotions 7 

Others (please indicate) 98 

【single choice】A46 Which travel agency will be your first choice when you travel abroad again?   

CYTS (CHINA CYTS TOURS HOLDING CO., LTD.) 1 

CITS (China International Travel Service) 2 

China Travel Service Head Office 3 

Shanghai Spring International Travel Service 4 

Beijing Shenzhou International Travel Service 5 

Kanghui Travel Service 6 

Others (please indicate) 98 

Will not choose a travel agency 99 
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Part XIII Satisfaction assessment  

【single choice】A47 Taking all factors into consideration, were you satisfied with the tour in this 

city? If “10” represents “very satisfied” and “1” refers to “very unsatisfied”, please give an 
assessment with 1-10.  

 Very satified-----------------------------------------------------------very unsatified 

The overall 
satisfaction of the tour  

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

【single choice】A48 Were you satisfied with the following processes before leaving for this city? 

Please give an assessment with 1-10.  

 Very satified -----------------------------------------------------------very unsatified 

Information inquiry  10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Visa-granting 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

【single choice】 A49 Were you satisfied with the following aspects when you travel in this city? 

Please give an assessment with 1-10.  

 Very satified-----------------------------------------------------------very unsatified 

Food 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Hotel  10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Transport 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Touring 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Shopping 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Entertainment 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Public services 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

 

Background information  

【single choice】X1 Please select the province, area and city you are in?  

Beijing 1 Tianjin 2 Hebei 3 

Shanxi 4 Inner Mongolia  5 Liaoning 6 

Jilin 7 Heilongjiang 8 Shanghai 9 

Jiangsu 10 Zhejiang 11 Anhui 12 

Fujian 13 Jiangxi 14 Shandong 15 

Henan 16 Hubei 17 Hunan 18 

Guangdong 19 Guangxi 20 Hainan 21 

Chongqing 22 Sichuan 23 Guizhou 24 

Yunnan 25 Tibet 26 Shaanxi 27 

Gansu 28 Qinghai 29 Ningxia 30 

Xinjiang 31     

【single choice】X2 What is your gender?  

Male 1 

Female 2 

【single choice】X3 What is your age?  

Aged at 20 or below 20  1 

Aged between 21 and 25 2 

Aged between 26 and 30 3 

Aged between 31 and 35 4 

Aged between 36 and 40 5 

Aged between 41 and 45 6 
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Aged between 46 and 50 7 

Aged between 51 and 55 8 

Aged between 56 and 60 9 

Aged over 60 10 

【single choice】X4 What is your highest education background? 

Senior high school or below  1 

Higher vocational college/junior college 2 

Bachelor degree 3 

Master degree or above 4 

【single choice】X5 What is your occupation? 

Middle and senior management in the government and public institution 1 

Clerk in the government and public institution  2 

Owner of middle and senior management in an enterprise  3 

Staff member in an enterprise  4 

Freelancer  5 

Student  6 

Housewife  7 

The retired  8 

Others (please indicate)  98 

【single choice】X6 Which of the following descriptions is suitable for you? 

Single 1 

Married and childless 2 

Married and with a child (or children) aged at 10 or below 10  3 

Married and with a child (or children) aged between 11 and 17 4 

Married and with child (or children) who has/have not yet started to work  5 

Married and with a child (or children) who has/have started to work  6 

【single choice】X7 What is the range of the gross monthly income of your family (including 

various income sources)? 

【single choice】X8 What is the range of your individual gross monthly income (including 

various income sources)? 

 X7 X8 

Less than 5,000 yuan 1 1 

5,000 – 7,999 yuan  2 2 

8,000 – 9,999 yuan 3 3 

10,000 – 14,999 yuan 4 4 

15,000 – 19,999 yuan 5 5 

20,000 – 24,999 yuan 6 6 

25,000 – 29,999 yuan 7 7 

30,000 – 34,999 yuan 8 8 

35,000 – 39,999 yuan 9 9 

40,000 – 44,999 yuan 10 10 

45,000 – 49,999 yuan 11 11 

50,000 yuan and above 12 12 
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For more information, please kindly contact us. 
 

 

  
 

World Tourism Cities Federation 
 

Ipsos China 
 

Address: 6th floor, White Peacock Art 
World, No 3 Dongbinhe Road, 
Deshengmenwai Street, Xicheng 
District, Beijing, China 
 

Address: 12/F,Union Plaza, No.20 
Chaowai St., Chaoyang District, 
Beijing, China 

Zip Code: 100120 
 

Zip Code:  100020 

Phone: 86-10-6528 9071  
 

Phone:  86-10-5219 8899  

Fax: 86-10-6528 0923  
 

Fax:  86-10-5219 8888 

E-mail: info@wtcf.org.cn 
 

E-mail:  ipsos_bj@ipsos.com 

Website: www.wtcf.org.cn Website:  www.ipsos.com.cn 

 


